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Introduction: 
Two-phase systems were probably common in the early solar system: a whole range of materials, 

from iron and silicates to water and ammonia ices existed in both the hydrogen-rich solar nebula 
and in smaller nebulae orbiting the primordial giant planets. It is our purpose here to examine 
the implications of one peculiar property of two-phase systems, the sound speed, to the theory of 
gravitational instabilities in thin disks, which is crucial to our understanding of the formation 
of the planets and their moons. The two-phase sound speed can be orders of magnitude smaller 
than the sound speed in either single phase. As a result, instabilities can occur in situations 
previously not thought possible; specifically, in hot disks. Following a suggestion of Cameron 
and Ward (1,2) we show that a massive, silicate-rich disk orbiting the Earth would undergo gravi- 
tational instabilities while still hot. Such a disk could lead to the formation of the Moon. 
The formation timescale could have been as short as ,100 years and the Moon could have formed 
completely molten. 

The Two-Phase Sound Speed: 
Liquid-gas or solid-gas mixtures can have densities approaching solid or liquid densities 

but compressibilities close to those of a gas. The sound speed of such systemg, c=J(a~/ap)~, can 
be verv low: at 1 bar. a frothy water-air mixture with air mass fraction -10- has k 2 0  m/s, 
compared to ~ 1 4 6 0  m/s-for pure-water. (3) Safronov (4) has approximated c for dust-gas mixtures 
by yp/p, where p is provided mainly by the gas and p by the dust. Our interest here lies mainly 
with one-component, two-phase systems, for which the treatment is more difficult. 

For a detailed discussion of the sound speed in liquid-gas mixtures, see Kieffer, ( 3 ) .  In a 
two-component mixture, such as air-water, where the phases are two different substances and do 
not exchange mass, the component 2 (2zyas) mass fraction x is constant and p=(x/p +(I-x)/p )-I, 
so we can easily find c in terms of the individual slngle phase sound speeds. For a2two-phase, 
one-component mixture (e.g., water ice-water vapour) we must take into account phase transitions 
and x is not constant. When the phases are in thermal equilibrium, we find (5): . 

c z J(ap/ap) = (Pt(l-x)+x)/~f~ (T) (l-x)+f2(T)x 

where fl (T).C T/&Z (lasolid or liquid) and f (T)zP/k~-2/&+Cp T/&~. Here, p is the molecular 
mass of the P& and 4 is the heat of phase transition between 1 an2 2. In the limit x-0, 
c-p /pl&4 as x-1, b l / m .  See, for example, Figure. Note that these two limits are 
difgerent from the pure single phase sound speeds: there is a physical discontinuity, for example, 
between a pure liquid and a liquid with a small volume of tiny vapour bubbles dispersed throughout 
it. c(x=l) and the pure vapour sound speed are of the same order, but c(x=O) and the Pure liquid 
sound speed can differ by several orders ofmagnitude. Note that the compressibility of the one- 
component system is enhanced by the fact that the vapour can condense onto the solid or liquid. 
Also, when p1>>p~, c is monotonically decreasing in x for constant T. Of course, the sound 
wavelength must be larger than the scale of inhomogeneities in the mixture. 

Gravitational Instabilities: 
We now recall some immrtant results from the theory of qravitational instabilities in thin 

disks. The dispersion relition for disturbances of the form ;xp[i(kr+me-wt)] in a differentially 
rotatins thin disk with anqular velocitv n(r) and kerl is (6): 

By a thin disk we mean l/k+>H, the disk thickness. Here o is the disk ma surface density and 
n is the epicyclic frequency r-3d/dr (r4n2). For a Keplerian disk (O=K-~$'), 8 4 .  When (o-nUl) '<0 
for some (p, that is, when c<n&/n, gravitational instabilities can occur in the disk. Collapsed 
segments of the disk will have mass -ox2, where k=2rr6/n2. (7) Linear stability analysis does not 
enable one to choose m. Numerical simulations by numerous workers suggest that spiral density 
waves may occur. These waves could efficiently redistribute angular momentum within the disk. 

Moon Formation: 
We now make an application of the above ideas. We follow Cameron and Ward's suggestion (1.2) 

that the Moon formed from a massive disk of ejecta produced by a collision at 12-15 km/s between 
the Earth and a large planetesimal with mass 5-108 %. How such ejecta could reach orbit is not 
clear, but we will assume a disk of two Moon masses extending from R=% to R=5 with average 
o-5x10~ g/cm2. The cooling time for the opaque disk by surface radiation at T ~ A O O  O K  is -70 yr, 
but sedimentation times are on the order of 1-10 hours, so the ejecta remain hot as they sediment 
out. Cameron and Ward assumed that the disk would cool to form solid particles, but as we shall 
see, it is gravitationally unstable while still hot. A particle disk would also be gravi- 
tationally unstable if the disk mass density approached the particle density, and part of the 
kinetic energy released would be dissipated as heat. Cameron and Ward suggested that within the 
Roche limit, the collapsed segments would be shorn out on an orbital timescale, the energy needed 
being provided by the redistribution of mass in the Earth's potential well. The disk, continually 
undergoing gravitational instabilities, would remain turbulent and spread on a short timescale. 
But the steady state temperature at which such a particle disk would radiate, -6000 OK, is well 
above the vaporization temperature of silicates. So, a particle disk model is not self-consistent. 

To permit a calculation, we will approximate the thermal properties of the disk by those of 
Si02. Naturally, other oxides such as MgO may be present in large quantities in the shock-heated 
ejecta. The disk is so massive that its self-gravity will exceed the component of Earth gravity 
perpendicular to the midplane up to a height that includes most f the disk matter. Thus ~ ( z )  m 
p ( 0 )  -g2 ( z ! / ~ ~ G ;  p(A)<<p(?) implies p(0) - 5 bars for 0=5x106 g/cmq and -100 bars for 0=2xlO g/an2. 
The empirical p-T data S10 vapour and liquid in the ma1 e ilibrium gives corresponding temper- 
atures T(O) of 2800 OK and2340$ OK. (81 Now o=5x106 g/m~implies, at the edge of instability, 
~ 8 5 0  cm/s at R=% and -9.5~10 cm/s at R=5 . From the graph, we see that these values are 
within the range of the two-phase sound spe ; they correspond, at T=2800 OK, to x(0) of 2xl0-~ 
to 1 ~ 1 0 - ~  and Q (0) of 1.3 9/m3 to .14 g/cm? The rate a t  which the disk spreads is controlled 
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by the net energy flux at the photospher9. Nor p ( ~ ) - g ( ~ ) / 1 ( ~ 1 0 - ~ - 1 0 - ~  bars since K ,  the vapour 
opacity of SiO , is within the range 10- -1 cm /g. Phase equi brium im ies values of T(H) of 
1500 *I to 1806 O K  and a total energy dissi tion rate of 5x1O5$ to lxlOqi erg/i. The total 
orbital potential energy available is -.LxlOgq erg, so the rpreading time of the disk is 30-60 yr. 
It is very important to note here that we are assuming that the disk is self-regulating: if the 
turbulent viscosity in the disk is too low to induce enough radial mass flow to balance the 
surface radiation, then the disk cools and thins out, becoming more unstable and more turbulent. 
So the above analysis indicates that a massive silicate-rich disk in Earth orbit would be highly 
heated by gravitational instabilities and spread on a very short timescale, resulting in a short 
accretion time for the noon. 

Conclusion: 
The existence of gravitational instabilities in a hot two-phase disk may provide a mechanism 

for the rapid fonnation of a completely molten and largely devolatilized Moon. If the source 
material is derived from the primordial terrestrial mantle then it will also be low in free iron. 
These characteristics of melting, devolatilization and luw iron content are consistent with 
geochemical constraints. The extent of early lunar melting is not known but some workers (9.10) 
have suggested complete melting, consistent with our scenario. It is important to stress that 
our hypothesis is different from any previous,lunar formation stor because it is based on gravi- 
tational instability in a hot, accretion disk that is stable by 'cgnventional' (single-phase) 
criteria. More work will be needed to understand the physical processes involved and the chemical 
ramifications. Our ideas may also have applications to other aspects of the early solar system, 
including the formation of the planets. 
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FIGURE 
Tvo-phase sound speed for SiOZ 
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